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Thank you for checking out the June issue of The CK Newsletter. Want to discuss this 
month’s issue? Head over to the newsletter thread on the PCKF and be sure to let us 
know how we can improve future editions. 
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Community News 

 
• The CK Newsletter is making a return!  Ceilick and Gridlock are heading up the 

production of this monthly project to bring Keeners news, information, and fun.  See 
where it started and learn how you can participate here: 
http://www.pckf.com/viewtopic.php?t=2011 

  
• The Keen Galaxy Community Levelpack for Dead in the Desert is still taking level 

submissions! Contribute a level here: http://www.pckf.com/viewtopic.php?t=1897 
 

• A Netkeen Tournament has been planned. Visit this thread to learn how you can 
participate: http://www.pckf.com/viewtopic.php?t=2029 

 

http://www.pckf.com/viewtopic.php?t=2011
http://www.pckf.com/viewtopic.php?t=1897
http://www.pckf.com/viewtopic.php?t=2029


• Keenfan's Ultimate CK Challenge, in which players compete to play the Keen games 
with as few deaths as possible, is still taking place.  Check it out here: 
http://www.pckf.com/viewtopic.php?t=1823 

 
• Guynietoren is continuing his project of scaling up graphics from Keen 4 and has 

released some screenshot sized images.  Check them out: 
http://www.pckf.com/viewtopic.php?t=1635 

 
• There's been talk of making a third mod starring Tulip's Coolmander Bleen character.  

Bleen fans, read about it here: http://www.pckf.com/viewtopic.php?t=1993 
 

• There's been some discussion taking place about a possible mod or fangame in which 
Keen is trapped in time.  Time Travel fans, check it out here: 
http://www.pckf.com/viewtopic.php?t=1983 

 
• Paramultart has announced plans to make a Halloween themed Keen 4 mod.  

Halloween fans check it out here: http://www.pckf.com/viewtopic.php?t=2002 
 

• Eros continues his Plasti-Project which seeks to create plasticine characters from the 
original Keen games as well as the unofficial The Universe is Toast.  Check them out 
here: http://www.pckf.com/viewtopic.php?t=1903 

 
• Bubbatom has created a short Keen animation using plasticine models to recreate 

some of the story of Keen 4.  Check it out here: 
http://www.pckf.com/viewtopic.php?t=1981 

 
• Fan art and other tributes to Commander Keen are continually being added to the Fan-

art thread.  Check them out: http://www.pckf.com/viewtopic.php?t=1500 
 

• Keenfan has announced a Keen Soundtrack Project to create a comprehensive 
music package with all official songs as well as unofficial Keen songs from the mods.  
Music fans check it out: http://www.pckf.com/viewtopic.php?t=1976 
 

• New user Ikaragua is recreating the Keen 6 manual in German!  Check out his 
progress here: http://www.pckf.com/viewtopic.php?t=2026 

 

Keen Game News 
 
Here is a list of Keen Fan Games and Mods being developed.  To be included in this list, 
projects must have stated or demonstrated progress or material.  Projects included in this list 
have been started or updated in the past 12 months. 
 

• Adventures in the Bean-with-Bacon Megarocket by GARGapplesauce - A mod 
of Keen 4.  Last updated June 10th, 2011 with the project's initial presentation and a 
demo release. Gridlock has also joined the project.  Check it out: 
http://www.pckf.com/viewtopic.php?t=1998 

 

http://www.pckf.com/viewtopic.php?t=1823
http://www.pckf.com/viewtopic.php?t=1635
http://www.pckf.com/viewtopic.php?t=1993
http://www.pckf.com/viewtopic.php?t=1983
http://www.pckf.com/viewtopic.php?t=2002
http://www.pckf.com/viewtopic.php?t=1903
http://www.pckf.com/viewtopic.php?t=1981
http://www.pckf.com/viewtopic.php?t=1500
http://www.pckf.com/viewtopic.php?t=1976
http://www.pckf.com/viewtopic.php?t=2026
http://www.pckf.com/viewtopic.php?t=1998


• Atroxian Realm by Gridlock - A mod of Keen 4.  This month evaluation and 
discussion of the title screen has been taking place. Level design and testing is still 
underway.  Check it out: http://www.pckf.com/viewtopic.php?t=1812 

 
• Bananasauros v1.2 and DX by VikingBoyBilly - A mod of keen 1.  This month level 

revision and discussion is taking place.  Check it out here: 
http://www.keenmodding.org/viewtopic.php?t=1494 

 
• Botafloria is Out Of Flowers by Nospike - A mod of Keen 1.  Last updated 

December 2010 stating everything was nearly complete.  Check it out: 
http://www.pckf.com/viewtopic.php?t=1415 

 
• Commander Keen (unity engine) by Yamaha_ERG121 - A fan game using 

Unity3d.  Last updated January 2011 stating slow progress: some model changes to 
Keen and some background art.  Check it out: 
http://www.pckf.com/viewtopic.php?t=1533 

 
• Commander Keen 4.5: Parallel World by Andy - A fangame using Multimedia 

Fusion 2.  Last updated December 2010 revealing a prealpha map editor for the project.  
Check it out: http://www.pckf.com/viewtopic.php?t=1181 

 
• Commander Keen 64 by Lava89 - A 3d fangame.  Last updated February 2011 

stating slow progress in level design.  Check it out: 
http://www.pckf.com/viewtopic.php?t=116 

 
• Foray in the Forest by _mr_m_ - A mod of Keen 4.  Last updated January 2011 

stating slow progress but that level development was continuing.  Check it out: 
http://www.pckf.com/viewtopic.php?t=823 

 
• HAYRO by Eros - A mod of keen 6.  Last updated April 2011 stating most sprites and 

some tiles were complete but difficulty in assembling the mod parts into a playable 
whole.  Check it out: http://www.pckf.com/viewtopic.php?t=1776 

 
• Keen 4 Levelapck by MrBlack - A levelpack for keen 4.  Last updated June 08, 2011 

stating that 8 levels remain to be made.  Check it out: 
http://www.pckf.com/viewtopic.php?t=1896 

 
• Keen Galaxy Community Levelpack directed by Mink - A levelpack for Dead in the 

Desert.  Last updated June 2011 stating 10 out of 17 levels have been submitted and 
encouraging more submissions.  Check it out: 
http://www.pckf.com/viewtopic.php?t=1897 

 
• Levellass' Valentines Mod by Levellass - A mod of an unspecified episode.  Last 

updated February 2011 with the initial presentation and a screenshot.  Check it out: 
http://www.pckf.com/viewtopic.php?t=1848 

 

http://www.pckf.com/viewtopic.php?t=1812
http://www.keenmodding.org/viewtopic.php?t=1494
http://www.pckf.com/viewtopic.php?t=1415
http://www.pckf.com/viewtopic.php?t=1533
http://www.pckf.com/viewtopic.php?t=1181
http://www.pckf.com/viewtopic.php?t=116
http://www.pckf.com/viewtopic.php?t=823
http://www.pckf.com/viewtopic.php?t=1776
http://www.pckf.com/viewtopic.php?t=1896
http://www.pckf.com/viewtopic.php?t=1897
http://www.pckf.com/viewtopic.php?t=1848


• Martinez McMeyer 2: The World is in Trouble by Szemi - A mod of an unspecified 
episode.  Last updated June 2011 showing a screenshot of the world map.  Check it out: 
http://www.pckf.com/viewtopic.php?t=1972 

 
• New Commander Keen by wiivn - A fangame using the Keengine by K1n9_Duk3.  

Last update was in October 2010 stating the project was on hold.  Check it out: 
http://www.pckf.com/viewtopic.php?t=1437 

 
• TBMEM: The best mod ever made by CKeen - a levelpack/mod of Keen 2.  Last 

updated December 2010 stating the project was on hold.  Check it out: 
http://www.pckf.com/viewtopic.php?t=1279 

 
• The Keys of Krodacia Revision by Ceilick - A mod of keen 4.  Last updated May 

2011 stating it was on hold, however revision discussion is taking place.  Check it out 
here: http://www.pckf.com/viewtopic.php?t=1379 

 
• The Mystery of Isis IIa by ckGeoff - A fangame using PyGame. Last update on June 

19 stating that aside from general game improvements such as game physics and 
mechanics, the game now compiles on OS X and can theoretically be run on Android 
devices. Check it out: http://www.pckf.com/viewtopic.php?t=1676 

 
• The Second Biggest Sandwhich I Ever Saw! by GARGapplesauce - A mod of 

keen 4.  The project has been on hold but as of June 26th work has resumed.  Check it 
out: ttp://www.pckf.com/viewtopic.php?t=1594 

 

Keen Game of the Month 
 

Not this month. 
  

http://www.pckf.com/viewtopic.php?t=1972
http://www.pckf.com/viewtopic.php?t=1437
http://www.pckf.com/viewtopic.php?t=1279
http://www.pckf.com/viewtopic.php?t=1379
http://www.pckf.com/viewtopic.php?t=1676
http://www.pckf.com/viewtopic.php?t=1594


 
Keen Game Reviews 

 
Commander Keen in Shmaynoria 

a review by VikingBoyBilly 
 

 
 
Commander Keen in Shmaynoria is weird.  It is very, very weird.  And a little bit gross.  But it is 
also filled with beautiful artwork, 9 Maps, and is one of the first Vorticons mods to feature a 
music soundtrack.  The majority of this material was produced in a single day and later added 
to for a second release.  With this in mind the mod can be seen as quite impressive, although 
the mod's content makes it quite disturbing at the same time. 
 
From the get-go, keen is seen emptying his bladder on an alien planet when some alien coughs 
up a massive loogie on our 8-year old prodigy.  A frog appears to tell him he is on planet 
Shmaynoria, he has been sneezed on by a Shmee-Shmay, and will turn into one of them if he 
doesn't hurry to collect a batch of items to procure the antidote.  Ah, the ship-parts, aka the 
four macguffins you have to grab to see the game's ending.  Here's what they are: A flower, 
some colorful rocks... earwax... and.... giraffe poop.  Keen has to gulp down this nasty 
concoction.  He isn't happy about this.  Neither was I.  Knowing keen's upcoming humiliation 
felt oh so wrong.  Want to keep playing?  This is only the surface of this mind fucl of a mod. 
 

   



 
The author, Paramultart, claims this is a troll mod that in no way takes itself seriously and goes 
out of its way to throw the player for a loop.  Indeed.  In it you'll fall through false floors, shoot 
down deadly mimes only to have them turn into clowns and bump you around, run through a 
bizarre medley of clowns and silverware and circus balloons and giant cat heads, slide through 
an entire level that locks you into moving one direction, hop across river giraffes, and much, 
much more.  In the second release, Paramultart put his hand to remastering Keen's sprites.  
The result: Our intrepid genius now looks like a bumbling idiot frolicking about with his head 
flapping around like his neck was a wet noodle that gave it no support.  This is both amusing 
and demeaning to our view of Commander Keen.  He's a slightly taller target than the original 
Keen 1 sprite, but at the same time his movement feels slightly more fluid than the original 
keen animation. 
 
Most levels are fun and easy, with bright, colorful design to keep it entertaining.  Some levels 
are short and feel almost empty, such as one that is only two-rooms where you are given a 
single task to complete it.  These quick levels have been made with a sense of humor, 
mitigating what could be seen as the author's laziness.  There are only a few levels that are 
huge and frustrating.  The circus level and the mimefield are particularly challenging due to 
some difficult jumps between hazards in the circus and hordes of deadly mimes in narrow 
corridors in the mimefield.   
 
In Shmaynoria You can take keys out of some levels without using them and use them in future 
levels.   This is an interesting idea which allows for taking shortcuts and a unique way of 
keeping secrets behind locked doors that require a key from another level to access.  Being a 
completionist, I found myself trying to collect every key and open every door.  The world map is 
set up to be strictly linear, so keeping leftover keys doesn't become overly complicated 
navigating levels in this mod, but at the same time minimizes the innovation it would have had.  
Because, really, there is only one instance of using leftover keys to access a secret area, while 
all the others are just for skipping parts of the levels. 
 
The latest release of Shmaynoria doesn't have any kind of ending. Once you collect the four 
items, you are instantly brought to a Game Over screen.  A real troll ending.  However, the 
original release of the mod does have a proper ending sequence, so with a little work you can 
play through the second release, make a save state before the last level, and paste the save 
into the folder of the original release to see the ending there. 
 

                         



 
Shmaynoria may not have won the improv mod contest, but it certainly has earned a place in 
some of our hearts.  A strange place of guilty pleasures harking back to the toys of the 80s that 
capitalized on the gross-out factor selling bugs made out of slime and cartoons about pet 
monsters that ate garbage.  Bear in mind, this mod does not take itself seriously.  You might 
get a chuckle or two out of it, but if you're not into being trolled, if the idea of keen downing a 
poo-with-earwax smoothie doesn't settle well for you, or if you're just looking for something 
more epic, maybe you should pass this mod up until you're in a more humorous mood. 
 
Paramultart has expressed a desire to make a third release that includes an ending, presumably 
as well as other improvements, but for now we'll just have to make due with what we got.  It is 
weird, it can be disturbing, but it is also fun and colorfully made.  Give it a try. 
 

 

Articles 
 

Beginners Guide to Galaxy Modding Part 1 
Authors: Gridlock and Ceilick 

 
Many Keen fans have expressed interest in making a Keen Galaxy mod.  In this (hopefully) 
ongoing article Gridlock and Ceilick will offer some advice and tips to improve the beginner's 
chances of success.  This isn't a tutorial; we won't tell you how to use Keen Galaxy modding 
tools or provide specific technical information (we will refer primarily to Ceilick's Keen Galaxy 
Modding Tutorial for this).  Our hope is that this will provide the advice and encouragement 
needed for beginners to take full advantage of the tutorials availible. 
 
The first and most important thing to emphasize is that Galaxy modding takes a large 
commitment.  It is a serious task and takes a lot of work, knowledge, and trial-and-error even 
for experienced modders.  You need to be willing to devote time and patience to the project. If 
you find yourself easily distracted by other projects or aren’t able to make a time commitment 
to the learning process involved (let alone the actual modding itself), Galaxy modding probably 
isn't for you.  Modding can be a rewarding and fun experience, but it takes commitment 
 
Have no experience whatsoever with any kind of game design or modding?  For first time 
modders, you may want to start your modding careers with the Vorticons episodes. They use a 
much more intuitive format for tilesets, sprites, and level editing.  Whether or not you want to 
start out with Vorticons is up to you, and while it isn’t necessary to Galaxy modding, it can help 
you to understand some basic Keen modding concepts in a more user-friendly environment. 
 
Willing to make the commitment but feel you're just not talented?  Not everyone is going to 
release a great mod on their first try; look at Ceilick's Crash on Gobo III from 2002.  Modding 
takes practice and is an ongoing learning experience.  Don't set lofty goals for yourselves in the 
beginning.  Your job is to learn how it's done, not to create your masterpiece.  Don't be worried 
or frustrated if your first mod develops looking less polished or with less features than you 
envisioned.  It's all worthwhile experience and if you're serious about modding, your early 'okay 
mods' will give you the foundation to make 'awesome mods' in the future. 
 



Okay, you're making the commitment, you're determined to start with Keen Galaxy rather than 
Vorticons, and you're ready to develop your modding talents from the ground up.  Your first 
step is to familiarize yourself with Keen Galaxy level editing.  This will show you how to make 
levels, how to make use of certain gameplay features, and will teach you how the tilsets are 
used.  Keen 5 is recomended for this process since it has simpler tilesets than Keen 4 and Keen 
6 and makes use of nearly all Keen Galaxy features found in the other episodes.  
 
To edit Keen 5 levels refer to Ceilick's tutorial here: 
http://www.shikadi.net/keenwiki/Ceilick%27s_Keen_Galaxy_Modding_Tutorial .  You should 
follow steps 1, 2, 5, and 7.  The Omegamatic (TOM) is the level editor preferred by most Galaxy 
modders and is recommended by both Gridlock and Ceilick. 
 
Before beginning a Galaxy mod, understanding how tilesets are arranged, how tilesets are used 
in layers, and how things like doors and switches work is imperative.  Observe how tiles are 
used in the original Keen 5 levels and try making your own practice levels.  Soon enough you'll 
be replacing those tiles with your own. 
 
In the next issue we'll discuss how to begin planning your actual mod. 
 
 

Keen 6 Conveyor Manipulation 
Author: Gridlock 

 
This article explains how to turn conveyors on and off using a switch. This is quite complicated, 
so a good knowledge of how tileinfo works is needed. I have used Keen 8 to create an example 
of how this works. I used The Omegamatic (TOM) to make this, but any editor should work. 
You can download the example folder here:   
 

http://dl.dropbox.com/u/22195447/K6%20Conveyors.zip 
 
The example level is level 1, so you can just enter the first level on the map to play this. 
 
First off, I must explain why I am using Keen 8 and not Keen 6. What we are doing requires 
making use of bridge tiles. Bridges can only be 2 tiles high. The conveyors in Keen 6 are more 
than 2 tiles high, while the ones in K8 are the right height. Remember that Keen 8 is a mod of 
K6, so with some graphical and animation editing this stuff will work in Keen 6 as well. 
 
I advise you to use CK456DTLI.exe to follow along with this article. You MUST use the bitmaps 
included in the folder, as the regular K8 bitmaps are different. You may also want to view the 
map in TOM.exe as well. 
 
Explaining the main concept behind this is rather tricky.  We must place the animated tiles for 
the conveyor belt in layer 1 (the background). Remember that Keen cannot interact with 
background tiles. Although the tiles animate, Keen will fall right through them if you try to put 
just these background tiles in a level. This is located in the file “6TIL0000.bmp”  They can be 
found here: 
 

http://www.shikadi.net/keenwiki/Ceilick%27s_Keen_Galaxy_Modding_Tutorial
http://dl.dropbox.com/u/22195447/K6%20Conveyors.zip


 
 
The layer 2 (foreground) tiles are much more difficult to explain. They are in the file 
“6TIL0001.bmp”  They can be found here:  
 

 
 
Essentially, we are making use of the same trick that bridges use. The part of the conveyor belt 
you can see on the right links its animation to the black tiles on the left. These tiles are marked 
with the special property “bridge.” The tiles on the left are not really black, however. They are 
transparent, making the background tiles behind them visible.   
 
Now comes the part where I try to explain the basis of how this entire trick works. Whenever 
we place a conveyor belt, we have to place both background and foreground tiles on top of 
each other. The background tiles always provide the image of a conveyor belt that is moving. 
When the belt is on during the game, the transparent foreground tiles on the left are used. This 
allows us to see that the belt is moving. When the belt is off, the foreground tiles on the right 
cover up the animating tiles in the background. This only lets us see the stationary belt tiles. 
 
The foreground tiles are then given the appropriate tile properties. The transparent tiles on the 
left that Keen stands on are given the property “conveyor” for their top collision setting. The 
visible conveyor tiles on the left that Keen stands on are simply given “flat top.”  
 
We are close now to being able to make this work in game, but we still have one issue left to 
deal with. Bridges in Keen Galaxy work rather strangely. Though you would expect that they 
alter a rectangle of tiles, this is not entirely true.  Observe the image below. It represents a grid 
of foreground tiles in the game. The highlighted tiles are affected when the switch is hit. As you 
can see, there is one extra tile affected on the bottom left. All the tiles that are highlighted must 
animate to another tile. We need to account for that tile in the bottom left to make things work.    
 



 
 

 
 
The circled tiles link back and forth to each other but have the exact same tile properties. You 
must place one of these tiles directly to the bottom left of your conveyor. 
 

 
 
Now you should be able to turn the conveyor belts on and off via a switch. To find the correct 
tile to link the switch to, open up TOM with the files in the download and view level 1. Go to 
Settings and activate “Show links mode” Each switch should have a red line that comes off of it 
and directs to a specific tile. 
 
There is something I haven’t covered yet, though. After the 3rd conveyor belt, I showed that 
you can turn multiple conveyors on and off with the same switch. I will explain how to do that. 
 
The concept is almost exactly the same with just one difference.  
 

 
 
In between each conveyor that turns on and off with the same switch, you will need to these 
tiles. Like the bottom, the top also links back and forth. This allows the bridge to continue to 
the next conveyor. If this part doesn’t make sense, take a look at it in TOM.  
 
Remember, if you make conveyors in K6 2 tiles high, this trick will work. You can also use the 
basic idea to do other things as well like create electric floors that turn on and off or retractable 
spikes. But I think that’s enough for now. 
 
 
 
 



If All Keen Games Had Final Bosses 
Author: Gridlock 

 
Have you ever thought of the possibility of each Keen game having a final boss?  Bosses aren't 
always ideal for games and this isn't a suggestion that a boss should be in each Keen game.  
But what if?  At present only 2 official games have one: Keen 3 and Keen Dreams (unless you 
count the Vorticon Commander in Keen 1 or the QED in Keen 5).  Here are some imaginings on 
what kinds of final bosses might appear in each official game. 
 

Keen 1: Keen's managed to climb the highest tower in the Vorticon Commander's 
Castle.  On top he finds an arena where he comes face to face with the Vorticon 
Commander himself, a larger version of the other Vorticons on Mars.  Unlike the original, 
there's no room to stand out of the commander's reach in this arena and Keen must 
constantly dodge the Vorticon's assault.  While Keen could attempt to take down the 
boss with a shower of 50 or so shots, there is block with chains attached to it overhead.  
Using the Vorticon Commander's head as a platform, Keen will pogo off it onto a ledge 
which gives him access to the chains above.  Destroying the chains brings down the 
block on the Vorticon's head, defeating him!   
 

• Keen 2: Keen makes it into the final tantalus room where he must defeat the Vorticon 
Elites, as usual.  However, when he tries to destroy the Tantalus Ray it doesn't break 
from his shots!  After killing all the elites, imagine having to fight the Tri-cons, three 
separate Vorticons wearing mechanized battle suits!  These Vorticon's would behave 
similar to Vorticon Elites except bigger.  Once the main body of the one of the suits has 
been damaged enough, the vorticon would die and the head of the suit would pop off as 
a new threat, flying around and shooting lasers. Shooting a head would not kill it but 
forcefully “push” it in one direction.  A head would explode if it hits the glass of the 
tantalus ray, and a crack would appear in the glass. Keen must destroy the three 
Vorticon's in power suits and manipulate the heads into the glass in order to destroy the 
final machine! 

 
• Keen 3: After a heated exchange between Keen and Mortimer in Mortimer's palace, the 

Mangling Machine starts doing more than stand around waiting to be destroyed!  In a 
large arena the machine begins to move around left and right to try to stomp on Keen 
and crush him with its hands.  Keen must make use of the arena walls to try to destroy 
the fuses located on the upper parts of the machine.  He must carefully run beneath the 
Mangling Machine's arms and legs to avoid being squished against the wall or into the 
floor.  After shooting all the tantalus orbs, the force field guarding the heart would 
disappear and Keen would be able to destroy the Mangling Machine and Mortimer for 
good. 

 
• Keen Dreams: Keen finds himself face to face with King Boobus Tuber.  But the 

Boobus Bombs bounce right off his tough skin!  Keen must throw the Boobus Bombs 
into the king's mouth when he jumps.  Only then can Keen damage him.  After being hit 
in the mouth several times, Boobus Tuber would explode into mashed potatoes.  

 
• Keen 4: Keen has rescued the council members and they gather together in a circle to 

activate the oracle.  Unknown to them is that the Shikadi have planted a virus in the 



oracle!  Upon flipping the switch, the machine begins smoking, the sky darkens, and 
some kind of electrical bolt grabs each member of the council, pulling them into a dark 
orb forming above the center of the machine.  Keen must fight the Dark Oracle, a 
ghostly, shikadi-possessed combination of the oracle members.  Keen must avoid 
electric whips of energy as he tries to shut down the oracle by shooting the dark orb 
that has formed over the machine.  After defeating it the council members would be 
freed and the oracle would be restored and able to tell Keen about the Shikadi and their 
plans. 

  
• Keen 5:  Keen makes it to the QED but suddenly a door closes behind him and the 

Shikadi Master teleports in.  The master has several different attacks, including his 
teleportation, standard energy shot, and ground sparks.  Keen can only shoot and 
damage the master when he is standing on certain metal plates which Keen can control 
with a switch.  Once the master has been damaged enough, Keen's shots will enrage 
him into firing a supercharged, seeking ball of energy which chases Keen a short 
distance before fizzling out.  Keen must manipulate these energy balls in the QED.  With 
each ball of energy the glass begins to crack until finally it is destroyed!   
 

• Keen 6:  After opening all the gem doors, Keen enters a door at the end of a long 
hallway.  Entering the door, he finds a large chamber with Molly held in a cage far 
above.  But suddenly it becomes clear why the level contained so many odd body parts 
such as eyes and claws!  Below the ledge Keen stands on, the hideous Bloogbeast 
emerges from a pit.  It is a gigantic creature with all sorts of eyes and claws.  Keen, 
stranded on the ledge, must avoid all kinds of attacks and shots from the Bloogbeast, 
such as tentacles, poison spit, and other things, all the while Keen must shoot at the 
beast to destroy it.  Only after defeating the Bloogbeast can keen climb its gigantic 
corpse to rescue Molly. 

 
This is all just wild dreaming, but it makes my mouth drool just thinking about it. 
 

 

ckguy Commentaries 
Column 1: KeenRush's Episode Smile 

 
Welcome to the first installment of "ckguy Plays The Classics" in which I go back and play some 
old mods, and talk about them. These will often be mods that I feel like a bad person for not 
having played/completed before. 
 
Today I'm talking about KeenRush's 2005 mod "Episode Smile" - quite an infamous mod in 
terms of difficulty, and the impetus of the adjective "keenrushian" which describes any 
ridiculously over-the-top-ly hard Keen creation. There's been a very serviceable unofficial 
savestate-modded DOSBox for nearly a year now, greatly reducing the difficulty of games that 
don't have in-level saving (i.e., Keen:Vorticons (of course)). Now that savestating is available to 
all these mods, I've been meaning to go back and complete mods that I previously had given 
up on due to inability/frustration. What better excuse to do that than to write a column for the 
revived Newsletter, and what better mod to start with than the first truly mind-bogglingly hard 
mod, Episode Smile. 
 



Okay that's enough of that. You came here to hear what I think of the mod. The short answer 
is that this mod is as mind-bogglingly awesome as it is hard. The shorter answer is play it with 
savestates now. 
 
And now the long answer, what makes this mod so awesome? 
 
The story is unmemorable. The tiles are garish but not unpleasantly so. The sprites are flat and 
cartoony but nice. The levels are, to put it bluntly, way too hard. Whenever truly interesting 
puzzle levels (which Smile has in abundance) are combined with precision 
jumping/leaning/evasion (one of the defining characteristics of a keenrushian level), they can 
become exceedingly difficult. Imagine the number of opportunities for trapping yourself when 
nearly every level has as many or more one-way doors as any level on Keen 3's Military Island. 
This doesn't itself detract from the ingenuity of the levels but it does decrease the amount in 
general that people will play them, which does decrease the effect of that ingenuity. 
 
One of the rules I set for myself in playing this mod was that I could only use one savestate 
slot, and I managed to work my way into a dead end on a couple of the more fiendish levels. 
Some were cases of malevolent level design, and others were a combination of a flagging in 
vigilance combined with malevolent level design. I'm not really complaining about any of these; 
they are more a testament to, again, the insane puzzles yet rewarding puzzles. 
 
So far I've just been mentioning "puzzles" in this sort of abstract way. What kind of puzzles? 
Puzzles where platforms appear after Keen passes through a particular tile, where one-way 
gates are unlocked for passage in both directions after entering them from a certain direction, 
and where a single scrub must be guided through the entire level, helping you with many 
different tasks. KeenRush is particularly masterful at scrub-centric levels. By the end of the 
making of Smile, I feel he must have had a better intuitive sense of how scrubs work than even 
the original programmers. 
 
While the virtually completely-redefined enemy behavior in more recent mods is impressive, 
there is something purer in using to the fullest behavior that is already present. The puzzles 
make use of all the same features that were available to the original level designers. That is, 
essentially, what Smile is all about: bringing something impossibly clever to an old game, 
something that still feels fresh six years later. 
 
--- 
 
ckguy is a long-time keener, and a rather fickle community member. He is the author of several 
levels and a number of keening utilities, as well as the curator of the infamous Keen Collective. 
He can be reached via his website, http://www.bipship.com/ 

  

http://www.bipship.com/


 

Entertainment  
 

Creature Feature 
Author: Eros 

 
Arachnut (Chompusmaw Sextupliclops)  

 

 
 
Arachnuts are insane, crab-like green creatures of the Shadowlands on Gnosticus IV.  
 
Physiology and Behaviour  
The Arachnut is a monstrous green crab with two worm-like mouths and a mass of angry, red 
eyes. The heads move about avidly as the Arachnut skitters around wildly chomping at 
everything in sight (which is quite a lot of stuff, when you take into account sextuple optics)!  
 
The Arachnut can be stunned by a Neural Stunner for a few seconds at a time before reviving. 
 
Dangers  
The Arachnut cannot be permanently stunned and never gives up a chase. Multiple eyes and 
two savage gullets make this an enemy you don't want to forget about anytime soon.  
 
Habitat  
This creature has been sighted in the following locations:  
Location: Easy/Normal/Hard  
Sand Yego: 3/3/10  
Pyramid of Moons: 1/1/1  
 
Related Creatures  

  Arachnu (Chompusmaw Amaurotis)  

 
 
 
 
 



Cactoid (Cactilius Minorius)  
 

 
 
Cactoids are a race of mobile cacti that inhabit the sunny parts of Calidune. Their source of 
movement is their tentacled feet-analogues, used to climb sandy hills and dunes. They appear 
to be carnivorous and constantly search for prey, attacking with their razor-sharp spines.  
 
Physiology and Behaviour  
Cactoids are effective predators, they are capable of killing prey instantaneously, after which, 
they quickly slither away, not unlike a related species known as a Creeper. One characteristic 
common to the Cactilius genus is their skull-like visage: a pair of dark hollowed eyes and gaping 
jaw.  
 
Dangers  
Their sharp spines, voracious appetites, and uncanny ability to follow prey even when out of 
their lines of sight.  
 
Habitat  
This creature has been sighted in the following locations:  
Location: Easy/Normal/Hard  
Dusty Dunes: 2/3/5  
Arid Hills: 1/3/5  
Tumbleworm Alley: 3/7/9 (Needs confirmation)  
Cactus Forest: 3/6/10 (Needs confirmation)  
 
Related Creatures  

 Giant Cactoid (Cactilius Majorius)  

 Creeper (Cactilius Explodus Memetus)  

 
 
 
 

  



 
In the Absence of Mortimer McMire 

Author: Ceilick 
 

Chapter 1. 

 

Alone and battered the Gannalech's flagship trawls across the dim burning stars of the Sagittarius 

Dwarf galaxy, home of the Shikadi and all Shikadi sub-species.  An immense bulk of dark metal 

marked with scarlet initials, the ship is not of native design but that of the Gannalech's own 

specifications. 

 

In a conference room two figures stand in silence over the tabletop data relay as it illuminates the 

otherwise shadowed room with holographic reports. 

 

“Then it is true,” spoke one in a high electric pitch, breaking the silence.  “There is no sign of 

him.” 

 

“Our fears are realized and the search is in vain,” confirms the other placidly.  “The Gannalech is 

dead.” 

 

The first sneers.  “You would forsake the Gannlech so easily.  Perhaps your comrades stationed 

on the Warpcore did the same before the end was even determined.”
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The other stares blankly, expression drugged and immobile as fluid phosphorescence flows in 

and out of his brain through plastic tubing connected to his body suit.  He is the Krodacian 

Overlord Kossul, first and most cunning of the overlords.  At Mortimer's command he usurped 

the council of Magi as head of the Krodacian civilization and now controls them with unopposed 

severity.
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“You presume to question the Gannalech's wisdom in choosing us over your failed race?” 

 

His companion crackles with irritation, veins of electricity bristling with activity over his 

translucent body.  He is Shikadi Master Vreech, appointed by the Gannalech as first of his order.  

All Shikadi of the Four Clusters are beneath him and owe their allegiance to him.  He is second 

only to McMire in the ranks of the Shikadi. 

 

The Krodacian resigns himself to sit beside the desk.   

 

“He is gone and the universe feels it.  The Shikadi Alliance is losing it's foothold in the Milky 

Way; the Pyrexians and Sudkoko have all but declared their dissolution and yet we toil here in 

your own galaxy to subdue a petty rebellion by your own race.”
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“The Holo-Ghom will submit,” Vreech mutters, taking a seat as well.  “The Gannalech appointed 

me and none will deny him even in death.” 

 



He palms the input orb at the table and a three dimensional map of the Sagittarius Dwarf galaxy 

comes to life over the tabletop.  Four color coded sections, the Four Clusters, are outlined: the 

large blue Shikadus Cluster of the Shikadi, the cyan Benvolius Cluster of the Holo-Ghom
4
, the 

red Najulip Cluster of the Efreeti
5
, and the gray Leved Cluster of the Umbradi

6
.  They all make 

up the heart of the Shikadi Alliance, an ancient body of power which binds all the Shikadi races 

to each other. 

 

“Do not forget that we share the Gannalech's legacy.  We held equal status under him and 

completing his work is the duty of us both.” 

 

Kossul's deadpan stare meets Vreech's flickering eyes through the animating map displayed 

between them. 

 

“Not without him.  You know as well as I that he kept the secret of the Warpcore and the 

wormholes to himself.  We have no way of knowing what he knew, knowing how to preserve 

ourselves through the universe's destruction and come out unscathed as masters of life itself.”  

Vreech buzzes dully with the disappointment of a future lost.  “Without the Gannlech we dare 

not consider destroying the universe.” 

 

“You forget that his plans were not always so grand and out of reach for lowly intellects such as 

us.  Is it no true that his scope was once merely the destruction of the Milky Way?” 

 

“And your race along with it.  No I didn't forget.” 

 

Kossul's failure to react due to what Vreech assumes is complete and utter submission to the 

Gannalech annoys the Shikadi bitterly.   

 

“The Milky Way is ours for the taking.  “Ours are the chosen races and it is our duty to subdue, 

rule, and destroy those who denied the Gannalech his pursuits.” 

 

“This is all apparent to me,” Vreech waves off, placing his hand on the input orb again, inflating 

a model of the Milky Way before them, “Long have the Shikadi sought after the Milky Way out 

of necessity.” 

 

“And yet here we are in your dying galaxy trying to piece together your--” 

 

“Without the Shikadi Alliance backing you, your race is an insignificant speck in the Milky 

Way.  Consolidating power here is the first step to conquering the Milky Way.” 

 

Kossul frowns.  “Without our tiny speck you have lost all footholds in the Milky Way 

completely.” 

 

Vreech hides his pleasure at enticing a reaction from his counterpart.  “There are others who 

would welcome us in the right conditions.” 

 



“You suggest conflict between us when there are as many of my drones aboard as your 

underlings?  You would abandon the Krodacians and the forces that the Gannalech has placed in 

our possession?” 

 

“Of course not,” Vreech dismisses, ending the galactic map sequence.  “As you said, the 

Gannalech's legacy is ours together.” 

 

“Your plan then?” 

 

Vreech stands and shifts around the desk toward the doorway.  “I will organize the Shikadi 

Alliance for full invasion.  We will assemble in the Krodacian system and the other places 

friendly to the Shikadi.  Together we will will take the Milky Way by force.” 

 

The overlord sits motionless but his eyes track the master across the room and watch as he passes 

into the corridor.  Kossul doesn't trust Vreech.  The Shikadi have never been known to do 

anything by force but have always acted through secret plots and trickery. 

 

Vreech had hoped it wouldn't come to this.  He passes through the dark and empty corridors of 

the ship toward his quarters.  He had hoped that the Gannalech would be found.  But the official 

declaration of the Gannalech's death is the cue for his plan to be set in action.  Entering his room 

and sealing the door behind him, he prepares himself mentally.  Abruptly his body deconstructs 

into a stream of energy particles invisible to the naked eye, racing through the cracks and 

crevices of the ship and recollecting in the communications center in the position he had chosen 

earlier.  

 

The Shikadi at the panel salutes.  The master approaches and without word thrusts a hand into 

the underling's chest, emitting sharp garble of static.  The com operator trembles as the Shikadi 

Master looms over him, voice emanating through his mind, “Send a message to Vitacorp on a 

private channel.  Tell the Cobalti I have a business opportunity.”
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To be continued... 

 
Notes:  Characters, races and story elements will be used from various mods and other Keen sources.  Not all usage 

will be to completely accurate or true to the source material. 

 

1.  The events of the Warpcore occurred in Ceilick's Battle of the Brains. 

2.  The Krodacians and Overlords are from Ceilick's unofficial The Universe is Toast series. 

3.  The Shikadi Alliance is a vague political entity alluded to in shikadi's Death to the Vorticons 3, Keen S, and 

Keen T.  Both the Sudkoko and the Pyrexians come from these mods. 

4.  The Holo-Ghom are a sub-species of Shikadi from Benvolio's Vanished to Venus and subsequent mods. 

5.  The Efreeti are the author's name for the fiery race of Shikadi from Najawa and Tulip's Armageddon II. 

6.  The Umbradi are the author's name for the Shadow Beings from Levellord's Shadow Keen series. 

7.  The Cobalti are the author's name for a previously unnamed race of aliens from a mod.  What race and what mod 

will be clarified in a future chapter. 
 
 
 
 
 



Commander Keen in The Universe is Toast  
Author:  TooMuchSpareTime (2002) 

 



 

 
 
 
 
 



 
Featured Fan Art  

 

 
 

Vitacorp Logo by StupidBunny 
 

 
iWrist by StupidBunny 

 



 
 

Commander Keen Surf by guynietoren 
 

Keen Challenge Question 
By Gridlock 

 
In Keen 4 on easy mode, what is the maximum amount of ammo you can have after 
completing the level Slug Village without using cheat codes?  
 
Think you know the answer? Post your response here: 
http://www.pckf.com/viewtopic.php?p=46624 
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If you want to discuss this month's issue or make suggestions for future issues, do so here: 
http://www.pckf.com/viewtopic.php?p=46624 

 

Commander Keen says:  
"Did you think I was gone forever? Hail to the Keen, baby!" 
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